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Survey finds SJSU students aware of AIDS threat
Official says questionnaire may have tainted results
By I.aura M. I ,ukas
Daily staff writer
A new survey shows that SJSU students
are "very much aware of what AIDS is
about, according to David Asquith. SJSU
sociology professor.
Asquith. who compiled the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome survey with his
graduate social research class, said. "Opinions of a young, sexually -active college population are important" regarding AIDS.
Asquith and his class randomly polled 744
SJSU students "to tap into how religious
feeling might change students’ feelings toward AIDS."
Preliminary results from the fall 1987 survey show that while students have a realistic
view of AIDS. "males feel a bit more threatened by the AIDS situation." and females
tend to he "more sy mpathetic, Asquith explained.
The statistics show that men tend to v iew
AIDS as a sort of "punishment" lOr being
homosexual and are more apt to link AIDS
vvlii homosesudlitv than :ire %%omen.

The survey also found that men are mote
likely to keep a "hands-off attitude toward
the AIDS situation.
While men appear to be more phobic
about AIDS, they are less likely than women
to change their sexual habits by using a condom during intercourse.
Eva M. ’Terrazas, health education and
training coordinator at Planned Parenthood
in San Jose, said. "The most significant
thing is that the people who found they were
at risk wouldn’t change their habits."
Terrazas said the men’s results made them
appear "homophobic and A IDS-phobic.
because the survey questions created a direct
link between homosexuality and religion
with AIDS.
A few of the survey’s questions address
homosexuality alone without mentioning
AIDS.
’It’s not just a homosexuality disease,’’
she said. "The questionnaire creates an imbalance between morality, homosextlatil
and AIDS. It’s threatening to men."
Terra/as feels that On.. inilectnilli it moi .11

in
and homosevuality into the A 11)S -bawd
survey creates a bias that affects the results
adversely.
"It sounds like a (Lyndon) LaRotiche survey." she added.
Asquith argues that the questions were
purposely formulated with moral and homosexual overtones.
"We wanted to see how the college population reacts to that,’* he said.
Asquith believes that a "fundamentalist
religious philosophy** that is generally anti AIDS and homosexuality exists.
The survey’s purpose was to discover the
extent to which those opinions are shared by
the college population.
Asquith and his students chose AIDS as a
topic for their survey because it was "timely
and interesting."
While experimenting with design and research of a survey, Asquith and his class
gained insight on the opinions of college students and AIDS. he said.
Asquith will (hive the results of the SLII’VCy
fulls

event sponsored in the Art Quad by ’I’au Kappa Epsilon fraternity
during dry rush u cat, uhich concludes Friday .

Decision allows A.S. subleasing,
approves guaranteed storage space
nan said
"In the past, we could not ski’,
lease space to campus organizations
that requested it," he added.
In other SUBOD action:
The union board approved a
measure to guarantee storage space
the A.S. currently uses.
The A.S has been using storage
space next to the A.S. Print Shop but
the space was not written into the
lease.
"We’ve needed the storage space
for a while. It’s nice to know that we
will have the space tomorrow, McLennan said.
The union directors voted to ac -

cept a request from Traffic and Parking Operations to use the Student
Union, Umunhuni Room to sell
parking permits the first three weeks
Because of legislation passed by
the California State University
Board of Trustees last fall, it will be
necessary to have a permit to park in
any of the three on -campus garages.
SUBOD is trying to fill a vacancy on its committee.
Interested students should fill put
an appplication at the A.S. Business
Office. The application should then
be submitted to Catherine Nakata,
personnel director, who will forward
the three top applications.

Bike ban proposal in hands
of campus Safety Committee
campus be impounded by the univerBy Serena Griffith
sity, Montgomery said. A $5 fee
Daily staff writer
SJSU students who use bicycles, would be charged for release of the
skateboards or roller skates on cam- item.
If the Safety Committee approves
pus may want to purchase a good
pair of walking shoes before the end the proposal, it will be passed on to
the University Police Department
of the semester.
which and to President Gail Fullerton. The
A proposed bicycle ban
for many months was only talked ban will most likely be approved by
is now in written form and the committee, Montgomery said.
about
"We’ve pretty much put together
in the hands of the campus Safety
Committee, said Ron Montgomery, what we’d like to see happen,"
Montgomery said of the written
environmental safety officer.
The proposal requires that bicy- draft.
Despite a large number of
des, skateboards, roller skates and
See HIKE page 8
"anything ridden improperly" on
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Permit system
will also affect
park-n-ride lot

Matthew E Durham Daily staff photographer

By Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer
The Student Union Board of Directors unanimously voted meeting
Tuesday to accept a revised lease for
the Associated Students offices that
includes a provision to allow the
A.S. to sublease space it currently
has undo contract.
A.S. President Michael McLennan said the ability to sublease will
allow the A.S. to pursue new commercial ventures.
A record store or a credit union
on campus is now more obtainable
because we have control over the
space we currently lease.’ ’ Mcl en -
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Life In The Fast Lane

Dan C nn nors, a soph
majoring in business, encourages his
toward the finish line in the first heat of the mice races, an

Adults with RIDS
must blame selves.
Homosesuality is
going against nature.
RIDS victim should
have the some rights.
One could be homesesual and Christian.
With a new partner,
we’d use a condom.

Male Female
% who agree
34
20

Ron Montgomery
envieanmental valet). officer

Ity. Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer
Conitmiters face a tougher campus
parking situation next semester
the price of garage access permits
will nearly triple and free shuttle
service willv mush.
In August students conunuting to
campus by car must purchase an $81
pass to search for a parking spot.
This decal will be valid at one of the
three covered lots, or at a park -n -ride
facility at Seventh and Humboldt
streets.
"The parking fee structure was
changed by our trustees effective for
next fall, and it will make for the
first time a very real difference between the daily and the semesterlong cost.’ said SJSU President Gail
Fullerton at her first news confrence
of the WIlleSter Tuesday.
Fullerton said the plan is to structure the parking system so all garages are permit -only before noon.
and alter about 12:30 the Seventh
Street Garage opens up to daily entry
at $2 per car.
"If you come (to campus) two
days a week I’m not sure what the
(cost-effective) cut point is, Fullerton said.
The change in the way the shuttle
service works means conimuting students seeking spontaneous entrance
to university parking sites face resin iction.
Nursing senior Kathy Picard, who
shares a ride to SJSU from Salinas

one day a week. said, "It would not
do me any good to buy a decal .
An SJSU official, who asked not
to be identified. said. "We’re all
upset, the traumatic (price) increase
is not our choice, we didn’t have any
input.
"If we had the money . I would
like to see consideration tor v miffs,
alumni and staff - our bread and
something that will probutter
vide solutions to the overflow problem," he said.
The official also said the decision
by the California State University
system. which led to the upcoming
commuter pass or "P permit requirement, stems from a recommendation from a 23 -member task force.
This California State University,
Long Reach -based task force suggested a complex. sliding -scale cost
system be implemented. The result
of this action is that urban campuses
must pay more for their parking than
other CSU campuses.
The new fee schedule is based on
a rate of $2 per day. $18 per month,
or $81 ner semester. According to
the statement. the Board of Trustees
approved the tee schedule. and. "is
of course, subject to consultations
with the various bargaining units."
SJSU and San Francisco State
two
metropolitain
University
schools
will land at the top end of
the new sliding scale. Projected
parking costs were calculated by
See PARKING page 8

State asking
universities to
evaluate need
for child care
By Kara Myers
Daily stall writer
Last spring. Gov. George Deuk
mejian mandated state funds t..1
child care in the California Stale
University system for the first time
since he took office in January 1983.
The governor allocated $300.000
out of state funds for a study of students. faculty and start throughout
the CSU system. An additional $10,(XX) was sent to each school’s child
care facility.
"This is the first time the state has
funded child care." said Frank
Bowen, assistant adviser in the governor’s office. He said in this sense.
the bill is "historic."
Students of the state university
system lobbied for three years to persuade Deukmejian to conduct a
study of child care services. Roth
houses of the state government
passed a bill which would have allocated $1.2 million for this study
When it reached Deukmejian’s desk
last spring, he changed the amount
to $300.((X).
This week a random sample of
819 students and Ifill faculty and
staff at SJSI I will receive surveys to
help CSU make decisions on future
child care policy.
"The future of child care depends
on this survey, said Patricia Phillips, Associated Students director of
See CHILD page 3

Gina kaklikian -- Daily staff photographer

French artist Jean Giraud talks with a student

Versatile artist displays
avant-garde comic books
By Kara Myers
Daily staff writer
A Moebius strip is a peculiar
mathematical phenomenon. It is
also the signature and alter ego of
French artist Jean Giraud, whose
avant-garde comic tax* illustrations are on display in the Student
Union Art Gallery this month.
Giratid, who opened the dis-

play with a hook signing Tuesday. spent part of the day autographing books containing his
works.
Giraud’s work has been published in the popular adult magazine "Heavy Metal as well as
many popular French publicsSee ARTIST page 8
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Editorials

S.J. should make
arena a priority
Despite an additional $25 million added to
its price tag and an extra year for its completion date. San Jose should make the
planned downtown sports area a priority in the
city’s live-year capitol improvement plan.
Such an addition would greatly enhance the
city’s image and help it escape the shadow of
San Francisco.
S.J. City Manager Gerald Newfarmer announced this week that without any fundamental changes in the construction plans. a 20.0(X)seat arena can be built for $100 million and be
completed by 1992. Such a price tag and completion date are not unreasonable considering
the economic boost a prolessional sports team
would bring to the city and county and world class entertainment that is now booked into the
Oakland Coliseum and San Francisco’s Cow
Palace.
It’s sad to say. but even a city like San Jose
with a top ballet, museums and orchestra to
oiler, it takes a professional sports franchise to
be official recognized as a major urban center.
’Me National Basketball Association continues
to expand and the National Hockey I.eague is
looking into the possibility of adding several
new teams in the next kw years, so starting an
arena to draw them here should be a top priority.
San Jose’s statistics alone are reason
enough to realize that the only thing standing
between city and the economic benefits of a
major-league team is a quality arena. The city
ranks No. 1 in the state and No. 3 in the nation
in median household buying income. Population has even surpassed that of San Francisco.
San Jose has long needed to work on its
image. and with the addition of the Fairmont
Hotel, a new terminal at S.J. International Airport, the trolley, system and in general the overall facelift of downtown, an arena and its eventual major league teams would change the way
Californians and people nationwide look at the
city.
Perhaps then, as one pro-arena group puts
it. people would say they were from "the San
lose area" instead of "the Smith Bay."

Hands across
the porkbarrel
Although he didn’t come right out and say
it, Sen. Danial Inouye pretty much admitted that he got caught with his hand in.
the old congressional porkbarrel when it was
disclosed that he had snuck through an amendment to appropriate $8 million in taxpayers’
money to pay for a school in France to educate
Jewish refugees from North Africa.
Inouye denied, however, accusations that
he was appealing to a special interest because
one of the senator’s major campaign contributors sits on the board of directors of the organization forming the school. The move was obviously just a matter of catering to a political
supporter and such actions, while not a matter
of serious corruption, should be investigated by
the appropriate congressional ethics committees.
The live -term Democrat from Hawaii had
tacked the measure on to an appropriations bill
that the Congress was rushing to approve
shortly before its Christmas recess. Inouye’s
move had been largly criticized by Republicans
and congressional critics.
Congressmen and senators don’t stay in oflice for 20 or 30 years by staying liecely independent and laying partisan politics aside. The
live- and 10-term politicians always have an attentive ear for those who put them in office.
There’s really nothing basically wrong with
that. hut a fine line remains between using
campaign contributions to invoke influence and
attention, and overtly buying a politician’s
vote.
What Inouye did was not trivial, but then
again such moves are far from rare in the
Washington political arena. The cynic may say
that this catering to special interests is what’s
wrong with congressional politics, while the
optimist counters that it’s just part ofthe process of getting things done.For the country’s
sake. I.et’s hope neither is true.

Sexual revolution far from over
Last week when Time tried to sell
me the world and give me a designer
telephone, I remembered one of the
magazine’s more famous covers.
Above a cartoon of Adam and Eve
the headline read "Sex in the ’Ms:
The Revolution Is Over." Referring
to that thought in a class a few years
ago. my social science teacher disagreed.
She said that the sexual revolution
would be over when people could
freely express their sexual identities.
In her opinion, a movement that
many thought was over had only just
begun.
But maybe were talking about
two different revolutions. Time. for
example. might argue that traditional
values have replaced free love and
sex. The sexual revolution left its
mark, but the Age of Reagan restored a natural balance.
In 1986. Attorney General Edwin
Meese’s Commission on Pomography joined the battle by linking sex
crimes to pornography. The panel,
however, made no distinction between erotica (material which
sexual desire) and pornography (sexual slavery and torture),
According to the commission, a
Playboy spread should he treated
like anything round in a porno shop.
Sexual expression of any kind bei me :1

ii el

Vic Vogler
In a recent San Jose Mercury
News article, author Tom Wolfe
("The Right Stuff") used a calmer
reproach. He described the sexual
revolution as America’s contribution
to a worldwide "start from zero"
the 20th Century notion that tradition
could be swept away in favor of "relearning."
For him, the revolution meant that
brothels were no longer hidden, but
boldly displayed in neon and glitter.
And he warned us that Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome is leading this new morality to destruction.
But despite

.MDS. Meese and

Reagan. the real tragedy has nothing
to do with the sexual revolution. At
least not their version of it.
The real tragedy is misunderstanding.
Each of us participates in the true
sexual revolution the one my teacher defined so well. The struggle is
not about reckless promiscuity or
moral abandonment. It’s about asserting our sexuality in a culture that
relies on labels instead of describtions.
As men and women, we measure
self-esteem in terms of our sexuality.
Men are expected to be "studs"
anything less makes them "queer."
Women, on the other hand, have to
be "nice." Being a "slut" is the alternative.
Stripped of labels, the idea that
women have a right to their sexual
feelings is marvelous and simple.
And while the right to feel sexual
is simple, being sexual is not. Sex
requires emotional, physical and intellectual balance. It’s too complex
and personal to be answered with a
ready "yes- or a "just say no."
When society supports our personal right to make these decisions.
the sexual revolution will end.
Maybe then I’ll read Time.
For now, I don’t need a designer
telephone

Can’t get enough of the classics
I can still remember the dread I
felt when my 10th grade literature
teacher made the class read -The
Grapes of Wrath- by John Stein beck. To me. when a book was labeled a "classic" that meant it was a
classic bore. I tried to read the book
hut I just couldn’t do it. Instead. I
read the Cliffs Notes and, at the
time. I felt pretty clever for not
doing the assignment and still passing the class.
Since then, my attitude has
changed. Now, whenever I have the
time and the money 1 go to the
Miasmic and stock up on as niati
classics as I can afford. When I go hi
a friends house I always check their
bookshelves for a new find. And
when at the library. I go wild. I have
grown to love classic books.
The first classic book I read voluntarily was Upton Sinclair’s "The
Jungle." I had recently found a
piece of blue gum in my ground
chuck and this book just seemed like
the natural choice, it being a story
about the meat -packing industry
when there weren’t any regulations.
I admit the book was a bit slow at
times, hut the rest of the story - -and
the fact that I was reading a revolutionary novel
made up for any
shortcomings in the action.
My attitude continued to change
as I read book after book. My standards did, too. After years of reading
best sellers and romance novels, the
classics were shockingly different.
They were subtle, complex and real.
They were written for the love of
writing and creating, not for fortune
and fame. After reading books, novels and short stories by Audora
Welty. John Steinbeck. George Orwell. Leo Tolstoy. J.D. Salinger and
many others, best sellers seemed
At this point many people will
argue that classic literature isn’t as
action packed as the best sellers.
That’s usually true. I haven’t read
one classic book that was based on
sex, drugs and violence. But I have
read quite a few that are still as interesting to read. Over the break I read
Kurt Vonnegut’s "Cat’s Cradle" in

(

Suzanne De Long
the %wild was threatened by
Ice-9, a frost!. fantasy equivalent to
total nuclear destruction. I won’t tell
you what the final outcome was, but
ice skating was real popular.
My friends enjoy teasing me and

which

they say the only reason I’m reading
these books is so I’ll finally be able
to answer a Trivial Pursuit question,
but that’s not it at all. I feel like I belong to an exclusive club and everything I read and learn is secret information.
Unfortunately, that’s almost true.
Classics have taken a back seat to
authors such as Danielle Steele, Stephen King and Robert Ludlum who
have found the key to success in formula writing. At this point, reading
one of their books is like reading
television. I’ve found that what’s
worse is after reading one, the rest
are "repeats.] don’t propose that classic literature should be a required class for
everyone attending SJSU. I just hope
that students will take the time to
read these books. You have to read
them to realize that these books are
called "classic" for a reason. They
tell important stories, they make you
think -- and they’re entertaining.

Dear Editor.
This letter concerns Katarina Jonholes column on Paul Simon. and
Tom Dunlap’s letter to the Editor
which states, "His combination of
experience and education make him
the most qualified Democratic hopeful. . . ." As Journalism majors,
you two should know to check your
facts. Paul Simon’s major qualifications are that he never finished college (only three years), and that he
will help Dole carry 50 states in the
election.
Porter
Senior
« minting

Da% Ili

Skateboarders a pain
I kit I till

picture of the always annoying
skateboards in the February 3rd issue
of the Spartan Daily. It shows a great
disservice to our university to put
these distractions on the school publication.
First of all, for those of us who
live on or near campus, the weekends find our campus filled with the
noisy kids potentially ruining our
campus. Certainly, the kids are at
least a total nuisance.
Secondly, these kids (hopefully)
don’t attend SJSU, so what good
does this photo contribute to our students? None, really. I think the Spartan Daily should put photos such as
this one in an album, and concentrate soley on printing pictures that
have the students of SJSU in mind.
Dean StephallIOS

1.

I was very distressed to see the

International

Charlotte Klapp. an Associate Editor of the
Spartan Daily. was occasionally approached 1))
bullies but managed to hide away in the Fremont
High School newsroom much of the time, writing columns and dreaming of venting opinions in
The New York Times and the Spartan Daily.
Insight out" appears every Thursday.

Forum Policy

Letters to the Editor
Simon’s not the best

hasn’t attended High School fir four
Who
years without once being harassed or even
attacked by a fellow student. Odds are better that a teen has had such a confrontation by graduation. Is it any wonder students experience anxiety
as they venture from the school bus to homeroom or
gym class each day? And is it surprising that the
High School drop-out rate continues to rise?
The 1987 drop-out rate of students after the
ninth grade in Los Angeles was about 45 percent:
Boston about 46 percent. and Chicago 45 percent.
reports this week’s Time magazine.
Along with high drop-out rates. New York is
reported to have seen 1,606 assaults last year in its
high schools; Miami reported 909 assaults: and L.,.
Angeles 493.
A society as civilized as ours needs to con.!,ici
how to insure the safest environment for young
people to learn in.
Controversey has risen with methods of those
proposing the "Tough Love" approach. such as
Joe Clark, a high school principal in Paterson. N.J.
He uses a iron-hand approach to rule his campus
domain with strict regulations on conduct, and he
heavily penalizes those not yielding. He calls students who are tardy or absent "leeches" and "parasites."
Some are concerned that this extreme tactic
places more uneducated students on the streets,
destined for a life of minimum-wage jobs, or criminal lifestyles. It would be interesting to hear the
view of those directly affected by the technique of
this disciplinarian the students. No doubt those
being reprimanded are complaining; however, there
must be some relief among those who choose to seriously study and make the most of their high
school years. High school curriculim was hard
enough with peer presures and puberty. Throw in
the stress of a bully and it could be unbearable.
Disciplinarians like Clark. although they are
few, should be commended for attempting to offer
a level of education that starts with good securit
Imagine what the minds could do if given the
right of protection. Why must people be punished
for others’ wrongdoings?
Clark’s approach rewards teens with an education for simply wanting one. Those who do not
want one are invited to leave so they can no longei
hinder the others.
This is not a harsh method. Forcing students to
wear dunce hats for chewing gum or standing out of
place in line is harsh and unnecessary. But student
criminals of the ’80s are using real weapons and
causing bodily injury to their peers. Drug abusers
are easily accommodated, and burglary and arsony
are simple pastimes in the big city.
what is the solution? Fortunately, we are not
So
always required to come up with immediate
solutions but should instead begin by
brainstorming and encourage others to be aware of
problems and to think of options.
The only solution that comes to mind is to use
all the money that was spent on car phones last year
and put it toward counselors for students. For this
typically emotionally termoiled age group, staff
should be available to discuss career goals and academic problems as well as to offer ideas in dealing
with other problem students. Counselors could play
a large part in assisting to keep students in school.
Counselors could be helping, but they probably
aren’t, due to a lack of funds or interest, or both.
Some major cities in this country are sorely lacking
support for school teens.
New York City offers a single counselor to
every 623 students; Houston’s ratio is one to 5(5)
students, and Miami offers one counselor for every
420 students, according to Time Magazine.
Kids are not getting the psychological support
they need. Counseling on school matters or information on colleges is an unlikely luxury to highschoolers in America.
So what does America do if the "better-off"
members of the public vote against donating their
car-phone money to teen education’? Clark has an
alternative and is implementing it into his New Jersey school.
While this method has not been decidedly the
best for the entire country, the subject should at
least be taken into consideration by the general public. But these young citizens are the thinkers and
doers of tomorrow, and they need nurturing today.

Senior
Business

The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you -- our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By listening
to our readers we can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the editor can be on any
topic, we prefer letters in reaction to recent articles or about campus issues. Personal attacks and letters in poor taste will
not be published.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.

areal,
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Come Play
With Me

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
Ira’ SJSU student. .faculty and staff
organi:ations. Items may be subtitling on fiwnis in the Daily office.
Dwight Hentel Dan Room 208, but
It ill tit tt be accepted over the phone.
TODAY
Christian Science Organization:
Weekly testimony meeting. 3:30
S. U. Pacheco Room. For information, call 245.23g9.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: "On
Being Gay" meeting. 4:30 p.m..
S.U. Almaden Room. Call 263-2312
for information.
(’hi l’i Sigma: (Administration of
Justice Fraternity) Open House,
noon -5 p.m.. 230 S. 10th St. Guest

speaker. Sgt. Dave Stone, Milpitas
Police Department. "Survival in the
Criminal Justice World.’’ 6:30 p.m.
Call 99g -91I3 for information.
Re-entry Advisory: Support Group
locoing, 2-3:30 p.m. Student Union
Pacheco Room. For information,
call 924-5930.
Career Planning and Placement:
Tout ol the center’s self-assessment
tools. 1:30 p.m.. B.C. 13 Registra
tion for a five-week course relating
education to career goals hum .l p.m.. B.C. 13. Call 924-6033 for in
formation
FRIDAY
hillel Jen ish Student xssocialiiiii:
C’andlelight ditmei: koshei Chinese
Friday Night. 7-9:30 p.m.. Campus

Ministry Center, 301) S. 10th St. Tin
information. call
3K-492.I
Study Ski Break: Sign up by Feb
in the Associated Students Business
Office in the Student Union for
A.S. Leisure Services ski trip 1,,
Sugar Bowl, Feb. 12. Call 924-596 I
for information
India Students .Association: Sixth
.
Valentine Dance. it p.ni.-1
a in . Student Union Ball Room. For
infoiniation. call 729-5761
Student health Service: Training
for v (titmice’s assisting vs till Tay Sachs disease screening I 10-2:30
p.m., Duncan Hall 240 Tor information. call 924-6117
Career Planning and Placement:
Resume II
critique session of

Child: Care needs polled
/

/lulO I

non-traditional student affairs,
-If you have children, it will he
important to respond." said Dan
Buerger. executive assistant to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton,
Student -parents currently may enroll their children in Frances Gulland’s child care services at the
United Methodist Church on 10th
Street. Frances Gulland accommodates up to 60 children. Students receive first preference, hut faculty
may enroll if space is available.
The School of Education offers a
training program for students study Mg early childhood education.
While this is not vs ithin the current
child care services offered by the
university, faculty may enroll their
children in this program as an alternative to child care.
Fees for child care at Frances Gulland are determined by income on a
sliding scale,
"We don’t really know at this
point whether our faculty and staff
employees who have children would
want to bring their children to camP’’. \vitt’ them, or whether they have

Dan Sweeney Daily

stall photographer

Kira. a golden retriever. patiently nails outside Dudley Moorehead hall for her OV1 ner, Jennifer Demon, a senior majoring in biology to get out of class and play frisbee vs ith her.

Surrogate
mom can’t
keep child
TRENTON. N.J. (AP)
Paying
a woman to have a baby amounts I.
illegal baby -selling, the state So
preme Court ruled Wednesday in the
landmark Baby M case. But the toil
dler will live with her father, w iii
visiting rights for her biological
mother.
The court’s 7-0 decision Overruled
all but the custody decision of a
lower court judge in the dispute mei
a surrogate agreement gone sour.
Mary Beth Whitehead -Gould bore
a daughter nearly two years ago fin
William Stern and his vs ite. Eli/abeth. She was and-it:Lilly inseminated and agreed to accept $10.000
for having the child, but when the
girl was born, she changed her mind.
refused the money and fled to Florida.
Authorities tracked her down after
nearly three months and returned the
child to the Sterns.
In its decision, the high court said
the contract between Mrs. White
head -Gould and the Sterns violated
New Jersey adoption laws because
of the payment to her.
’This is the sale of a child, or at
the very least. the sale of a mottle’ ’s
right to her child, the only mitigating
Factor being that one of the purchasers is the father." the court said.
But the justices found no illegality
in allowing women to volunteer as
surrogates. provided the agreement
allows the mothers to change then
minds about giving up parental
rights.

Manufacturing
100(ler in 11101101,J o’
cell’s hnolOqy In hiPg Manufaiisim
Ter hnkial Operators 10! F armentation
and fwoduct Recovery
Successful candidates will nave 7.4
years or undergraduate education,
demonstrate a mechanics, aptitude
and he able to follow detailed written
cOIn lions A strong des,re to work
and the ability to Worm repetItiva
prisochges both enclently and

924-5961

Shinworli is required, graveyard

THE DYNATONES

POOR GRADES DUE TO LACK OF TIME?
STUDYING HARD

BUT STILL NOT GETTING As?

company has developed a systern for time-hmited student..
to improve their grades. We would like a few student
volunteers to try the system for a session before making
it available to the general market.

A new

If you would like to participate in this program in exchange In
feedback /-4-1 the course, plea,o call us,

STUDY SMARTER not HARDER
CALL 335-9351

************
041’

SOWIle

THE
TRADITION!

BE PART OF

GENERAL INFORMATION SESSIONS:

DEADLINE TO APPLY: FEBRUARY 26TH
.st be 21 or over and have Valid I

Mall ’’I

wars III

1.1drl

interest

laughter
through the
ancient art iii
Circus awning,
!tingling
11ros. and

in spreading

liarnum

Halley

Clown College,
a tuition free
institution of
higher learning.
would like to
see you at /no
Admissiton
Interviews. Wear
etimhirtahle
clothes and
don’t forget
vour funny hone’.

Sat. FEB. 6 1:00 PM
American
Conservatory Theatre
1o,,,ry St. San Fraflaseo
ri

Orios,s from Tr),,ly,
For Info: Clown College
1-800-237-9637

************
The Best New Employment
Opportunities in Town

’IOU!. leg’

SEEK YOUR CAREER WITH
THE ONLIIIMISI’ MEOW ON FARM’
Admission Interviews

Tilt P1 sIb ROOM"

going to he able to afford next,"
Fullerton said. "but at least this es a
step tovv aid finding out what the
need ma)

ORIENTATION HOTLINE:924-5969

GENENTECH, INC.

ky, slate t
r

Gail Fullerton
SJSVpresidest

1111(11\R,
\p,
(hit
1st an
\ lecham
acknous ’eked
Wednest1.1) before a House iiti
peachment committee that he
have told Aniona’s top police
cer not to cooperate with an insesti
gation of an alleged death threat.
Mecham’s statement came otil
hours after he said he glue mum such
order to Department of PLINK* Satet
Director Ralph Milslead.
The first -term Republican emci
nor was expected to he the commit
tee’s final witness.
The House, could decide h) the
end of the week whether to impeach
Mecham. who also faces a recall
election May 17 and a criminal trial
March 0 im charges of comealme
$350.001/ campaign loan.

Applications available in the Student Activities & Services Office
For more information cal the

An equal opportunity employer

pant 1 S.v.
Sesond
Menthec 14 1 alittnno.. %ensnare. Ponlodler. 9Mo
1.01,11a1ea 1411,
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;Walton of any .linkol .0 lanky otganitato..,
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hairs Full ...dennt year. SI* Fath setnestel.
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Minted ny 1-siloPat1,1res.
ISnInnedet Please ,end all addre....terestions
micron One
Spartan Oath San
....hintion !Ulnae .

blocking probe

FEBRUARY 10111 7PM, Almaden Room
FEBRUARY I ITH NOON & IPM, Guadalupe Room

Dept 2619. Genentech, Inc ,
460 Point San Bruno Blvd .
South San Francisco, GA 94080

Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509480)

NICC1111111 adinitS

Concert and record release party!

Cionentech oilers an excellent salary
and benefits package and beileves
strongly In providing opportunities for
personal growth and advancement
Please send resume to
Korn, Comiskey. Human Resources

17

itnallimim

5th

Positions predominantly available

..111:

Clube Lusitania: r Portuguese Club
"Wild Night in Rio"
Bra/ilian
Carnival Ball. 9 p.m. -1 a.m., S.U.
Ball Room. Call ’o2 9044 for inhir-

for info

Tonight, Feb 4th
Show starts at 9:00 PM at the Oasis

company safety guidelines

It cml

11 I es ktiuvat.
ea: Sy
ot Inimuno Delicient
eases S a.m. .1 p ti , Sweetie) Hall
1110 Registiation lee
foi sill
dem.. x,22 tin members, $74 tin
non member.. lee includes voile,.
and lunch Call 904 6117 rot intot

11).

operations are to be performed per
1101’ while color/log OW and
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call

Register in ASBO by 1

It. production of large-scale sus
pendod coil cultures involves ihi,
following media and buffer prepare
lloll operation of tormenters. ill/ration
systems and purification columns Ali

CLOWN

SATURDAY

Includes transportation, lift ticket and
Continental Breakfast

required

%Ali a S.:nous

STAFF

*Sias-mat
WHERE: Sugar Bowl
WHEN: Fri Feb 12th
COST: $42 Student $47 Non Student

,Jomintoch. Inc . a

RI CU’ fltely are Blue

in then neighluii hood :1
his Iii
child caret."
.11 .1 lii
monthly nevs conlerence I lies), is
"The intent of the’
1.1C1 .1
comprehensiv e understanding iit
needs and alternatives" of Mc iilts
students and staff in the state sv .icn
said David Kagan. CS11 dean
.i..1
demic affairs and student support.
The study is designed to detei
mine whether or not students choose
not to attend college or drop out due
to a lack of child care. Kagan said.
The deadline for participants to re turn the survey to Simu»a Associates. us Ito are conducting the
studv . is Feb. 26 Moira Adams, se min stalt person tor Summa Assocrates. said the state needs the results
by June so 1/112 can be included in
the state budget
The StIlt ey IS a I 2 -page question naire consisting ol questions alvout
incomes. amount students pay lii
child care and general demogi
pines. Data from the questionnaile,
will he analy/ed and used for mak
ing recommendations.
"If we find out what the needs
are, then I don’t know what we’re

tHied Malls
iesumes and letters
12:30-2 p in
t ’ Almaden Room
lin ittliiui.iic,ti call 00.1 (.033

COPIES
Open Early
Open Late
Open Saturday
310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

kinkois

Best Products, one of the nation’s leading
discount retailers, needs motivated individuals
to fill the following positions:

Sales
(Daytime hours available M -F)
Stockers
(6am-11am)
No retail experience necessary.
You can take advantage of this exciting
opportunity by applying at:
Best Products Co., Inc.
1845 Aborn Square
San Jose, CA 95121
(408) 274-6100
550 W. Hamiton Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 374-6630
Equal Opportunity Employer
liA/F/HN

Best

Best Products Co., Inc.

-r-vr.--
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Krah’s troops
take on Rebels
By Kathy %% lute
Daily staff writer
Beginning the second half of the
PCAA season against the two top
teams in the conference will not he
encouraging for the SJSU women’s
basketball team.
The Spartans hope to improve
their 0-10 PCAA record, hut that
quest probably won’t begin tonight
when the Spanans host Nevada -Las
Vegas at 7:30 p.m. in the Spartan
Gym.
’NI V currently owns second
place in the PCA A behind Long
Beach State. which SJSI., u ill host
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
’We’re doing OK, hut we’re
going to have to play perfect to have
a chance to u in against Nevada-Las
second -year coach Tina
Vegas.
Krah said. We lost to them badly
last time. 87-40, and we’re looking
to improve that
The Spartans u ill he without the
services of freshman forward Peggy
Rambeau after spraining her ankle
before the L!(’ -Irvine game last Saturday .

cause it gets them out of the was and
then we can concentrate on the rest
of the teams." Krah said "We ha \ e
been up and down all season. hut
we’re going to try to be consistent
during the second half."
Krah said, in preparing the team
for tough opponents, the coaches try
to take the pressure off by just concentrating on what the team needs to
work on, not key ing on who they
have to plus.
SJSU played UC- Irvine last Saturday to close the first half of PCAA
play The Spartans lost 84-59.
"It was a disappointing score because we had played better often
sively." Krah said.

One offensive star was freshman
Pam McNelis who was perfect from
both the floor and the foul line . hit
ting six freethrows and eight bucket,
for 22 points. Following her in the
scoring was freshman Dana Jones
with 12 points and senior Joyce
Stewart with eight.
LaTasha Causes led in rebounds
with nine, which pleased Krah ssln
felt it was a good show of what the
"Let’s face it. When you play offense and defense could do.
"We had a shaky first half with 14
UNIX. the outcome can be real
bleak,’’ Krah said. "We’re not at turnovers and then we came back
100 percent, hut we might he able to and only had four in the second
sneak up behind them. They ’re big- half."’ Krah said. "We lust really
improved in that second half. We
ger and deeper in every. position."
To sneak up on UNLV. Krah said need to have a full game of that.
it would be necessary for SJSU to
K rah is ill look for evc;i more team
play 40 nit utes of intense basket- oriented offense and a stronger in
ball, block out on both ends of the side game during the second hall
court, have a better shot selection.
"There are a kit (if teams that \ye
and execute their game.
can compete With and I can’t help
"It’s better play mg the top teams hut helie \ e all the hard work is going
at the top part of our schedule he - to pay off somewhere." Krah said.

Carolyn Sue Bowling

Five Californians named to Olympic Ski Team
aurrF.
coo
Five cahrormans, inchki

(kls"riA)

,A1,1

SPORTS

ine three -time Oly mpian Tamara
McKinney Were among 18 alpine
athletes named Wednesday to the
U.S. Ski Team that will compete in
the 1988 Winter Games
McKinney . 25. of Oly mpic
. whit has been sidelined by an
ankle minty since November. will be
appearing in her third consecutive
( )1 \ nipics. She also has earned four
World Cup titles during her years on
the U.S. Ski Team.
(Utter CallfOrMalls It:tilled to the
team include Edith Thys. 21. of
Squaw Valley and Kristin Krone.
19. ot Truckee, on the uomen’s
squad and Bob Ornishy . 24, of
"Fahoe On and Rill Hudson. 21, of
Ills mpii
on the men’s team.

Heading the team With McKinney
will he gold medalist Debbie Armstrong. Armstrong, 24, of Seattle,
won the gold medal in the giant slalom in the 1984 Winter Games in Sarajevo. She also was hampered by an
early -season injury, hut has recovered
Pam Fletcher. 25, of Acton.
Mass., currently the top-ranked U.S.
skier in the World Cup uomen’s
standings. also made the team.
Felix McGrath. 24. of Norwich,
Vt.. heads up the nine men named to
the team. He currently is ranked 11th

Daily staff photographer

Joyce Stewart, seen here lunging for the hall against Fresno State, will lead SJSU against Nevada-Las Vegas tonight

in the World Cup slalom standings
and has finished in the top 10 in
three World Cup races so far this
season.
Absent from the men’s squad was
Bill Johnson, who won a gold medal
at the 1984 Winter Gaines.
Joining McGrath on the men’s

team is Tiger Shaw, 21), of Stowe.
Vt., the only male team member
with previous Olympic experience.
Shaw competed in the 1984 Winter
Games, and he won both the super G
and the combined title at the Subani
U.S. National Championships in
1987.

As Super Bowls go, it bombed, but not in ratings
NIAV
YORK
I AP) - Super
Bowl XXII. the lowest -rated NFL
championship game since 1974. pro sided ABC with a rare win in the
A.C. Nielsen Co. ratings last week.

dropped out throughout the evening.
according to Nielsen’s half-hourly
figures.
Super Bowl XXII was the highest rated. prime -time show of the week.

Boston drops Greg Kite;
center picked up by L.A.
LOS ANGEL -FS (AP)
Veteran center Greg Kite, placed on
waivers by the Boston Celtics
earlier this week, has been acquired by the Los Angeles Clippers. the NBA team announced
Wednesday.
Kite. 26, averaged 1.5 points
and 3.8 rebounds in 13 games
with the Celtics before they
waived hint Monday.
"Greg Kite is a blue collar
player." said Clippers General

Manager Hein Has or. "He is a
tough, aggressive player who
plays with a high degree of intensity,"
Kite was the Celtics’ first round pick and the 21st player
taken in the 1983 NBA draft. In
four seasons plus the 13 games
this year with Boston, he averaged 1.6 points and 2.0 rebounds
while playing in 241 games. He
was a member of two NBA championship teams.

The Washington Redskins took
the lead in the second quarter after
the Iknver Broncos scored their
only points early in the game. The
final score 11 ,t 42-1(), and %lesters

COLIDIY#@
SALE
COMING

60 OFF 18K
40 OFF 14K
10K
OFF
20

Driving
without insurance
has always
been a bad idea.
Now
it’s against
the law.
f

The law says you must prove you have car insurance if stopped by
a Peace Officer or you will get a ticket and could lose your license.
Even if you’ve had problems like tickets or accidents, Public Insurance
wants to help with low rates. a low downpayment you can charge on a
credit card and payments spread over 12 months. We’ve extended our
hour
’9 PM seven days a week. too.
Call now for a quote.

Don’t order your ring until you see Jostens selection of ring designs
See your Jostens representative for more details.

tl( )ST ENS
A

MI

Date: FEB. 1st - 5th

PICA

S

COL

I

EGE

RING"

Time: 10A.M- 6PM Deposit Required; $20.00
Payment Rini, Await*

Place; SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
Meet with your Jostem, representative

rits
11II10II

for full details See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore
V 412

1-800-345-1995
PUBLIC INSURANCE
IT’S NO PROBLEM
Use Your OD r--in
Credit Card

at IV
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Ditka’s
lifelong
dream
realized

What A Racket

CH WAG()
- Chicago
Bears Coach Mike Ditka, whose
sure hands and sheer guts made him
the prototype for the tight ends that
followed him into the pro ranks, was
humbled by his election Tuesday to
the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
"I’ve had my day in the sun. I got
to play 12 years, rye been in football for a total of 27 years. and I’ve
been able to do things I once only
dreamed about." Ditka, 48, said in a
telephone interview from the team’s
suburban Chicago training camp.
"When I look back and think
about all the fun I had playing." he
added, "to have an honor like this
bestowed upon me is mind-boggling."
Ditka credited National Football
League pioneer and Chicago Bears
owner the late George Halas with a
measure of his own success.
Hulas, who named Mika the
club’s head coach little more than a
year before the Bears owner died in
1983, also made Ditka the Bears No.
1 draft pick in 1961 out of the University of Pittsburgh.
Ditka was named NFL rookie of
the year after catching 56 passes for
1,076 yards and 12 touchdowns.
Three years later, he made 75
catches, a record for tight ends that
stood for 16 years.

Kendra Luck Daily staff

Men’s tennis squad
nearly beats Stanford
Its Ron Ilaynes
Daily staff writer
Stanford
the nation’s No. I ranked
men’s tennis team --- barely escaped a SJSU
upset Tuesday with a 5-2 win at South Campus.
The Spartans chances of winning the match
eroded when the final two matches were suspended because of darkness.
Even with three players new to college competition, coach John Hubbell was pleased with
the performance of his team.
"I thought everybody played well." he
said. "We played Stanford pretty close."
He was especially happy with the play of his
number one player
Malcolm Allen heating Stanford’s top -rated Jeff Tarango in
two sets.
Paul Carbone played extremely well for the
Spartans also, as he beat Eric Peus in singles
action.

Tyson, Spinks
agree to fight
NEW YORK (API Mike Tyson
will defend his undisputed heavyweight title against Michael Spinks
in June. Spinks’ adviser said
Wednesday.
"We’ve agreed verbally," Butch
Lewis said after months of often -bitter negotiations. "We’re now having
the contract reduced to writing" and
a signing is expected early next
week.
No site or date has been picked,
Lewis said. The bout between the
unbeaten fighters will be shown on
closed-circuit television.
"This is the only fight in boxing," Lewis said. "This is the one
everyone wanted to see."
Lewis said the fight was expected
to gross between $60 million and
$70 million and make a net profit of
nearly $40 million.
Spinks will fight for a flat sum
plus incentives. His guarantee reportedly is in the neighborhood of
$12.5 to 13.5 million.
Everything else will go to Tyson.
with promoter Don King being paid
out of the champion’s revenues
Tyson is expected to earn at least
$17 million.
"If the thing hits a home run and
the net is close to $40 million. Tyson
can touch $20 million.", said Shelly
Finkel, who has the closed-circuit
and pay -per-view television rights
for the bout.
The fight plan assumes that Tyson
will successfully defend his title on
March 21 against Tony Tubbs.

Women’s golf tour opens today
BOCA RATON. Fla. (AR)
Kathy Postlewait will be defending
her title when the Ladies Professional Golf Association starts its
1988 season today with the $200.(X10 Mazda Classic at Stonebridge
Golf and Country Club.
-I am going back to Stonebridge
so ill, lots of good memories... said

For consideration, please send
your FCSUMC to:

Sandqz CrQp
Protection Corp.
Human Resources
Department #88-302
975 California Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1104
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"I ant excited about

Even though she’s eager to play .
she said the course doesn’t really suit
her game.
"It’s one of the toughest courses
we play all year and the longest. she said of the 6,368 -yard course.

WHEN IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA VISIT liANIVERBAL EITU01013 TOUR
wail. vac.

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF

"A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET"

I LB. 4, 7.30 SPARTAN GYM
(comer of 4th and San Carlos,

SPARTANS vs NEVADA-LAS VEGAS
Catch this NCAA Women’s Basketball action
Women’s Basketball groups & youth welcome
For ticket information call 924 -FANS
Compliments ot Associated Students of SJSU

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT
And Help
High School Students Earn Theirs!
Earn 1-3 Units of
Credit as a Tutor*
See Project Upward Bound

Sandoz Crop Protection, a
company recognized for excellence in agrochemical research, has an opening in its
Applied Insect Research Department

Requires a BA/BS degree in
Biology, Entomology, or Environmental Studies. Minimum
1-2 years of college life science
lab procedures or industry life
science lab work.

Postlewan.
playing."

Outstanding singles play is what kept SJSU
close to the Cardinal until the two teams advanced to the double matches where Stanford
wrapped it up.
The Stanford team played without two ke%.
players, including Patrick McEnroe, the
younger brother of professional tennis great
John MeEnroe.
Despite the loss, having competed somewhat sucessfully against a more talented Stanford team. coach Hubbell maintains a degree
of optimism as his team moves on to play L1CDavis Thursday and UC-Santa Cm/ Friday.
He’s especially looking forward to the
match with UC-Santa Cm/.
"I’m looking for a little re% enge against
UC-Santa Cru/ because they heat us last
year," Hubbell said.
Santa Cm/ has most ot last year’s talented
squad hack. And, unlike Stanford. in terms of
talent, should match more evenly with the
SJS11 team.

WOM.LirS BASKETBALL 1988
off
TONIGHT

ASSOCIATE
SCIENTIST

Duties include the testing of
experimental compounds for
activity on insects; setting up,
scoring and data calculation of
4-5 preexisting bioassays;
possible assay design and
improvement.

photographer

S.ISC’s Malcolm "Missile" Allen, left, shows how he earned his
nickname during a match against Stanford’s Jeff Tarango. Casin
McMillan, Anne, gi% es it his all against the Cardinal.

WLC #219
924-2567/924-2570

r. .

*Tutor college-bound students
once weekly! On campus!

......"A.,re...r.r .r...I’".. .0. ,.2.%",-’ -’,.".... ~.. ...0:.0I"..e!re,.’........re. ....,...00’.
...!to’ ."...e.....,...te" ,

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

\

but can’t attend class regularly?

Try our self-paced learning programs in French, German, Hebrew, Italian, Latin, Portuguese, Russian and
Spanish. No formal classes. Take 1-5 units/semester.
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in lab/car/home. Test, tapes, software.
New: Advanced Spanish 101 Al/B1 (4-4 units).
For qualified students.

the Serpent and the. Rainbow

Call 924-4602

ROB COHEN D411D LADD .,
KEITH BARISH
BILL PULLMAN CATHY TYSON LAKES MOKAE PAUL WINFIELD
"THE SERPENT AND THE RAINBOW"
DAVID NICHOLS
WADE DAVIS " .. BRAD FIEDEL’
"’" RICHARD MAXWELL A.R. SIMOUN
DAVID
[ADD
DOUG
CLAYBOURNE
BARISH
AND
KEITH
GLENN FARR =Vs ROB COHEN
Al,..INNERSAL.RILEASE
R i/ itinIC=1141
WES CRAVEN

Foreign Languages
at Sweeney Hall 219

OPENS FEBRUARY 5TH.

BASIC SPANISH

96A, 96B (3 units each) VIDEO-AUDIO begin or review. Practical conversation. No formal class. Study in
lab/home.

or come to

-

I
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THE NCR S300,000 STAKEHOLDER
ESSAY COMPETITION FOR STUDENTS
THE MISSION

THE CHALLENGE

TO CREATE VALUE

To WIN

At NCR, we’ve found that in
order to create value, we must first
satisfy the legitimate expectations
of every person with a stake in our
company. We call these people
our stakeholders, and we attempt
to satisfy their expectations by
promoting partnerships in which
everyone is a winner.

W’re so committed to our mission
that we’re encouraging the next
generation of leaders to re-examine
America’s business values. We’re
doing this by holding the NCR
Stakeholder Essay Competition
which all full-time undergraduate
and graduate college or university
students may enter. Entries should
explore the topic: "Creating
Value for All Stakeholders in
Corporations and/or Not-for-Profit
Organizations."

We believe in building mutually
beneficial and enduring relationships
with all of our stakeholders, based
on conducting business activities
with integrity and respect.
We take customer satisfaction
personally: we are committed to
providing superior value in
our products and services on a
continuing basis.
We respect the individuality of each
employee and foster an environment
in which employees’ creativity
and productivio, are encouraged,
recognized, valued and rewarded.
We think of our suppliers as partners
who share our goal of achieving the
highest quality standards and the
most consistent level of service.
We are committed to being caring
and supportive corporate citizens
within the worldwide communities
in which we operate.
We are dedicated to creating value
for our shareholders and financial
communities by performing in a
manner that will enhance the return
on their investments.

The student chosen as the first
place winner will be awarded
$50,000 cash. Plus, the entrant’s
school will receive $100,000 in
NCR data processing equipment.
The second place winner will
receive $15,000 cash and the
entrant’s school will receive $35,000
in equipment. One hundred $1,000
awards of merit will be given to
chosen participants. In addition,
selected award-winning entrants
will be invited to attend the first
NCR International Symposium on
Stakeholders to be held June 9 & 10,
1988, in Dayton, Ohio.

THE RULES

1) The NCR Stakeholder Essay Competition is open
to any full-time undergraduate or graduate student
attending an accredited college or university in the
United States or its territories.
2) Entries must be original, unpublished work on the
topic: "Creating Value for All Stakeholders in
Corporations and/or Not-for-Profit Organizations."
Essays must not exceed 3,000 words. Areas of
discussion may include, but are not limited to: Ethics,
Corporate Governance, Strategic Management, Social
Responsibility, or Managing Change as these topics
relate to managing for stakeholders.
3) Entries must be typed, double-spaced on 31/2" x 11"
bond paper, one side only. A separate Cover sheet
should list the entrant’s name, school, home address
and title of the essay. Subsequent pages should be
numbered sequentially and include the essay title in
the upper right margin. Winners will be required to
produce proof of current full-time college or university
enrollment.
4) All entries must be postmarked by March 31, 1988,
and received by April 15, 1988 to be eligible for
consideration. Submit entries to: NCR Stakeholder
Essay Competition, NCR Corporation, Stakeholder
Relations Division, Dayton, Ohio 45479. NCR is not
responsible for, and will not consider, late, lost or
misdirected entries.
5) In the event any prize winner is a minor, the cash
award will be made to his/her parent or guardian.
6) Awards to individuals will be reported as income on
IRS Form 1099. All taxes are the responsibility of the
recipients.
7) Award winners will be required to sign publicity
releases and affidavits of eligibility and compliance
with all rules governing the competition. Failure to
return executed affidavits and releases within 15 days
of receipt will cause the award to be null and void.
8) All entries become the property of NCR and will not
be returned.
9) By participating in this competition entrants agree
to these rules and the decisions of the judges which
shall be final in all respects, and further agree to the
use of their names, likenesses and entries for NCR
advertising and publicity purposes without any further
compensation.
State and territorial judges will consist of panels that
include NCR stakeholders. Final selections will be made
from state and territory winners by a national panel of
judges.
If clarification is necessary, call (513) 445-1667,
8am-5pm EST.
Award winners will be notified on or about May 16, 1988.
To obtain a list of finalists, send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to:
NCR Stakeholder Essay Competition
NCR Corporation
Stakeholder Relations Division
1700 South Patterson Boulevard
Dayton, Ohio 45479

NCR’s Mission: Create Value for Our Stakeholders
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Senate unanimously confirms
Kennedy for Supreme Court
WASHINGTON (AP)
’Flic
Senate on Wednesday swiftly and
unanimously confirmed Anthony M.
Kennedy to the Supreme Court. ending a ferocious political battle that
began seven months ago.
Kennedy, a federal appeals court
judge who was President Reagan’s
third choice to succeed retired Justice Lewis F. Powell, was approved
by 97-0 with Democrats and Republicans alike praising him as a moderate, open-minded conservative.
Reagan. in a statement, said he is
"extremely pleased" and declared
Kennedy "will make an outstanding
addition to the Supreme Court. . . .
The Senate has not only restored to
Inc nation a full nine -member Su-

preme Court. it has reaffirmed this
country’s commitment to the philosophy of judicial restraint."
In Sacramento. Kennedy issued a
statement saying he could "conceive
of no greater honor for an attorney or
a judge" than to serve on the Supreme Court, and adding he is committed to the American constitutional system.
Kennedy. 51. will he sworn into
office Feb. 18, becoming the 104th
justice in the history of the nation’s
highest court.
He is expected to play a pivotal
role on the sharply divided court,
particularly on such issues as abortion, affirmative action and separation of church and state.
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His confirmation, after a pro
forma one -hour debate, was in
marked contrast to the stormy fight
touched off by the nomination last
July of Robert H. Bork.
Rork, Reagan’s first choice to fill
the vacancy created by Powell’ s
June 26 letirement, was denounced
as a rigid right-wing ideologue who
threatened individual freedom and
civil rights progress. The Senate rejected hint by 58-42 on Oct. 23.
Reagan, calling Bork the victim of
a lynch mob, then picked Douglas
H. Ginsburg, who withdrew front
consideration after admitting he had
smoked marijuana while a Harvard
law school professor.

Hazing victim
allegedly stabbed
gay to death

California Digest

Suspect’s wife arrested
in ski mask rape case
Combined from Associated Press reports
Ski mask rape suspect George Anthony Sanchez was charged with a 27th sexual assault and his
wife was arrested on suspicion of possessing jewelry and other items stolen from her husband’s alleged victims.
Clara C. Sanchez. 27, was taken into custody
on Tuesday on a $250.000 arrest warrant, although
Supervising Deputy District Attorney Alan Nudelman said there is no evidence to suggest she knew
the property had been taken from sexual assault victims.

Nova plant funded for restyling
FREMONT - More than $.2(X) million %III iv
spent to retool the New United Motors Manufacturing plant in Fremont for new 1989 models, according to 4, published report.
The San Francisco Chronicle said in editions on
Wednesday that the plant will be closed from July I
to July 10 in a move that will enable the company to
make a restyled and renamed Nova and a Toyota
Corolla sedan, probably by November.
The company is a partnership between General
Motors and Toyota.

Ex-chief justice hired for TV
LOS ANGELES - Ousted Califinmia Chief
Justice Rose Bird will become a news commentator
for Los Angeles television station KAF1C and for
sister station KGO-TV in San Francisco. with her
first broadcast likely to be aired tonight. according
to a report in the San Francisco Chronicle.

Students expelled for LSD break
ROHNERT l’ARK -- Five high school students
who ingested LSD during a school break three
weeks ago have been expelled.
Cotati-Rohnert Park Unified School District
trustees took the action against the El Camino High
students on Tuesday.
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Laugh Lines

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A high school football
player who was the victim of a broomstick hazing attack
by his teammates will be tried for allegedly stabbing a
gay neighbor to death two months later, according to a
published report Wednesday.
The I 7 -year-old youth was ordered at a hearing
Tuesday to appear in juvenile court for trial Feb. 23, the
San Francisco Examiner reported in its Wednesday edition.
The unidentified youth is charged with manslaughter
with a deadly weapon, a knife, the paper said. He also is
charged with possession of a deadly weapon, the metal
handle of a barbell.
The youth, who was a victim of the hazing attack at
McAteer High School Sept. 24, was arrested Nov. 28
after he allegedly stabbed a neighbor in the chest during
a heated confrontation, the paper said.
He told police that the neighbor, George Smoot, 52.
had made a homosexual pass at him earlier in the day and
that evening came to his house, began choking his
younger sister and threatened him, according to the
paper.
During Tuesday’s hearing. Superior Court Judge
Daniel Weinstein, who ordered the youth to stand trial.
also advised his parents to get psychiatric help for him.
The boy’s attorney. John Burris of Oakland, said the
parents agreed with the suggestion.
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Principal in incident suspended
SAN FRANCISCO (API - A high school principal
has been suspended for three days for his handling of a
football hazing incident in which a rookie player was assaulted with a broomstick by his teammates.
The San Francisco Board of Education took the action Tuesday night against Ted Moore. principal at
McAteer High School.
The player required 50 stitches after he was attacked
while held facedown on the locker room floor. At the
time. Moore failed to report the incident to police, describing it to school officials as "careless but friendly
)lorseplay."
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and his wife Claudine moved to the
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liraud said.
His first successful comic book
character w as lieutenant Blueberry.
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In the 196Ws. Giraud changed his
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French science fiction hooks and
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Giraud has since shifted into designing for movies such as Walt Disney’s ’Iron. Ridley Scott’s Alien,
and Memo, an animated, feature adaptation of Winsor McCay’s comic
strip "Little Memo in Slumber land.
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strip as well as collaborating with
Stan Lee, co-founder of Marvel
Comics, on a revival of the ’60s
"Silver Surfer" strip.
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Bike
Front page I
wheeled vehicles on campus,
there have been no complaints
of related injuries, said a
spokesperson at the student
health center.
Many students use bicycles
and skateboards fin- on -campus
transportation and oppose the
proposed ban.
"They don’t take into account whether people are using
it for transportation,
said
skateboarder Wallace Sueyoshi, a junior majoring in history
and political science.
Carl Hyndman, Sueyoshi’s
friend, agrees that a ban would
especially affect those who use
skateboards or bicycles for
transportation.
"We should be able to get
around on campus any way we
want." said Bridget Beith, a
senior majoring in public relations. "Sometimes it is too far
Ito walk)."
Other students support the
ban.
"I nearly get run over a kit,"
said Rebecca Parks, a marketing student.
"There are a lot of people
that are safe riders, but I get
tired of having to have eyes in
the back of my head." she
added.
Steve Burke. a senior majoring in materials engineering,
tries to be one of those safe rid
ers, but he finds that riding
through a crowd is another matter.
He even cut a few inches off
each side of his handlebars to
make maneuvering in a crowd a
little easier

Gina Kaklikian Daily stall photographer
proposed w heeled vehicle ban is approsed. The
ban has been sent to the Safety Committee.

Scenes like this bicyclist passing pedestrians near
the Student union may soon he only memories if a

Former police officer identified in conjunction with murder victim
SAN DIEGO IAP1
Former California
Highway Patrol officer Craig Peyer was identified in court Wednesday as the lawman who
stopped a car and directed it down an isolated
freeway ramp the night a woman motorist was
slain nearby
Witness Michelle Martin told a Superior
Court jury she %sas driving southbound on Interstate 15 on Dec. 27. That is the night Peyer.
37. of Poway. is accused of strangling Cara
It
20. of El Cajon.
former security guard from Escondido.
tin said she saw a (’HP car stop a light blue
,,Ikswagen Beetle near the 1-15 Mercy Road
cs a in northern San Diego. Knott. a San Diego

State University student, was driving a white
Volkswagen Beetle the night of her death.
The witness said she was about 100 yards
behind the CHP cruiser when she saw its emergency lights come on.
"As it was about to stop. it slowed to about
15 mph." Martin said. "From his loudspeaker, he said words to the effect:
stop there. Continue down the ramp.’ "
Martin said she was traveling about 55 mph
when she passed within 12 feet of the slowly
moving 0 IP cruiser and the Volkswagen.
"I looked over to see what was going on and
!saw the officer’s face,’ Martin said.
Deputy District Attorney Joe Van Orshoven

then asked if she could identify the officer she
had seen that night.
"He’s right over there." Martin said, pointing to Peyer, who was terminated by. the (’HP
in May after an internal investigation.
Knott’s car was found abandoned at the bi(i
tom of the exit ramp and her body was found
nearby in a dry creekbed. She had been strati
gled and thrown off a 65 -foot bridge.
The testimony by Martin was similar to that
of Robert Calderwood. a Fallbrtxik milkman
who said he saw a (’HP car pull over a light
colored Beetle and heard the order given to the
Volkswagen driver to continue down the ramp.
Pryer, who is free on $1 million bond, was

’I looked over to see what
was going on and I saw
the officer’s face.’
Michelle

Martin,
witness

assigned to patrol the section of 1-15 but denies
being in the area at the time Knott was slain.

LITTLE PORTUGAL INVITES SJS*177-6
to enjoy Authentic Portuguese Foods and Services !
I
I

VI*l

PAD ARIA ....
POPULAR

Wild Night in Rio!

4l

BAKERY

,APOSECOS
PA -0 DE MILHO
rporLS)
(CORN BREAD)
BOLO
(UNLEAVENED CORN BREAD)
PORTUGUESE SWEET BREAD
- CAKES & PASTRIES

I

Hair Stylists

Brazilian Carnival Ball
With
The Dan Sabanovich Sextet

1636 ALUM ROCK AVE.
SAN JOSE, CA 95116

QUO VADIS
11
, ETC

GIANT’S BARBER AND
BEAUTY SHOP
San Jose’s Original Afro Stylist
1605 Alum Rock Avenue

SATURDAY, FEB. 6 AT 9:00 PM

25 1 -9745

SJSU Student Union Ballroom

9 a.m. - 7

$6.00 In Advance $7.50 At The Door
Manufacturers and
Distributors of
Portuguese &
Brazilian Products:
Unguica
Carrie Seca
Chourico
Black Beans
Farinha
Mandloca
Gunrana
AND MORE..

ffj

We also have
party trays
for any occasion

We also
manufacture
a complete line
of sausage,
linguica, pork
links, Italian
sausage, cajun
hot links, swis.,
bockwurst,
smoked
bratwurst,
garlic franks
and old fashion
wieners.

McKee Rd.

SALES SERVICE

Delbert ’s Men’s
Clothing

E. Santa Clara
PORTUGUESE
MERCHANTS
SJSU
101

IMIll Alum Rock Ave.
King Rd.

(Corner l.ird %I I
SOPI .101e. 1

.4 91/16

TAMAR CAFE & DINING
Portuguese Cuisine
Comida Portuguesa Deliciosa

Between King and 101

Brasilia Interiors

"Best Selected Wines From Portugal"

25 to 50% OFF!

\I )S

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 10-8 Sat. 10-6 Sun. 12-6

1539 Alum Rock Ave.
San Jose, CA 95116

41111/923-0522

Jr" furniture
995 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95116
(408)294-1255

SHOP AROUND-SEE US LASTWE WILL BEAT ANYBODY’S
PRICES AND TAKE ANY REASONABLE OFFER. WE WILL
SERVICE TV,VCR,STEREO
ALL MAKE MODELS.
(r/s OFF LABOR ON TVNCR!
arry in for Repair Exp. 3/11/88

Alum Rock

4th St.

COMPLETE HOME
FURNISHINGS AT DISCOUNT
PRICES

SAN JOSE TV & VIDEO

’lble at fl -e A t’ ",iness Office
E. Julian St

Mon Sat

OPEN 7 DAYS 7 A.N1. - 9 P.M.
Varledad los Fines de Semana.
(fill) Alum Rock Avenue
;:in Jose, CA 95116

258-5656

Carpet -Linoleum -Tiles
Hardwood Floors
Venitial Blinds
Custom Work
FREE Estimates

1525 E. Alum Rock Ave.
San Jose, CA 95116

(408)251-5626

